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Carroll Hart Scholarship
Available

The Society of Georgia Archivists Executive Board announces the availability of a scholarship.

Funds may be used to:
- Attend the Georgia Archives Institute
- Enroll in Master's level coursework
- Attend SGA and SAA annual meetings
- Attend special archival workshops

This scholarship was established in 1988 with proceeds from the sale of SGA T-shirts. To apply for a scholarship, contact:

Robert Dinwiddie
Special Collections
Georgia State University Library
100 Decatur Street, SE
Atlanta, Georgia 30303-3081

*********

Contributions to the Carroll Hart Scholarship fund are tax deductible and may be mailed to:

Society of Georgia Archivists
Box 261
Georgia State University
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
SGA SETS THE RECORDS STRAIGHT!

The SOCIETY OF GEORGIA ARCHIVISTS, together with its member librarians, archivists, records managers, museum and historical agency personnel, and educators, is working to set the records straight all over Georgia. Through their SGA membership, professionals and volunteers with professional responsibilities stay current on the latest developments in the records-keeping field through the bi-annual *Provenance: Journal of the Society of Georgia Archivists* (formerly *Georgia Archive*). And they share their experiences and expertise with their colleagues through the SGA Newsletter and the annual fall meeting and spring workshop.

Your *tax deductible* membership in the SOCIETY OF GEORGIA ARCHIVISTS will make you a part of this growing network of individuals and organizations charged with identifying and preserving the irreplaceable records of our unique heritage.

Join the SOCIETY OF GEORGIA ARCHIVISTS today and help us set the records straight!

- Individual ........................................... $12.00
- Student .............................................. $8.00
- Couple ............................................... $14.00
- Contributing ....................................... $15.00
- Sustaining ......................................... 25.00
- Patron .................................................. more than $25.00

Out-of-state subscription memberships also available.

Membership dues are payable each January. All memberships are tax deductable.

SOCIETY OF GEORGIA ARCHIVISTS
Box 261
Georgia State University
Atlanta, Georgia 30303